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Easy Base Deluxe Kit Instructions

 
 

You should have the following components in 
your kit: 

 iTechworld 65cm or 85cm Easy Base Deluxe Dish 
 iTechworld padded bag 

 
Optional: 

 iTechworld digital LNB 
 iTechworld D1 satellite finder 
 iTechworld compass 
 iTechworld 20m cable 
 iTechworld 1m “fly lead” cable 
 2x iTechworld T pegs 
 VAST set top box 

 



Congratulations on purchasing an iTechworld 
Easy Base Deluxe Kit! 

 Please read through this guide thoroughly. 
 Your elevation locknut & LNB bracket are located 
      In the bag pockets. 
 Please do not skip any steps. 

To view this manual in video format please go online to: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sFqfMOPRwo 

 
 If after a few attempts you have been unsuccessful in getting picture on 

your TV, please contact us on (08) 9472 7200. 
 If your dish is not assembled then please assemble it before reading 

on. 
 
DO NOT CHANGE ANY SETTINGS IN YOUR VAST RECEIVER 
 
 

 

Step 1 – Setting up your dish 
 

 
 
 

 Take your dish out of the bag and place on a flat surface. 

 

 
 
 



 
 
 

 Lift the dish up from the base, locking the metal bar with the elevation 
marks into place at the top of the dish. 
 

 
 

 Fit the iTechworld LNB arm onto the base front of the dish using the 
wing-nut 

 
 



 The arm needs to be locked all the way down and then tightened.

 
 
 
 

 Fit LNB Bracket and LNB  
 

 
 
 
 

Step 2 – Connecting your set top box to the TV 
 

                              
 
Please note: A set top box used for satellite TV is also commonly known as a 
“satellite receiver”, “decoder” or “Sat box”. 
 



 Connect your set top box to your TV using the red, white and yellow 
RCA cable provided with the set top box. If you have purchased and 
choose to use a HDMI cable, connect this instead. 

 Quick Tip: Make sure you put the RCA or HDMI cable into the 
appropriate INPUT port(s) of your TV. Eg. AV1 INPUT, HDMI INPUT. 

 Turn on your set top box and TV. 
 Ensure your set top box and TV is not in standby mode. 
 Switch your TV to the corresponding source or AV channel that the set 

top box is connected to. Eg. AV1, AV2, HDMI. 
 
Please Note: All cables connections are to be hand tightened. Please do not 
use tools.  

 
Step 3 – Connecting your satellite to the set top 
box 
 

             
  

 Insert and tighten LNB onto end of satellite dish arm. 
 Connect LNB to satellite finder with 1m “fly lead” cable. 

o On the back of the satellite finder you will see “REC” (for satellite 
receiver or set top box) and “LNB” (for LNB) signifying which 
connection to plug  

o 1m cable should plug into LNB input 
 Connect the other side of the satellite finder (which should be marked 

with REC) to the set top box inside your caravan with the 20m cable. 
 
Your system should now be setup in a similar fashion as the diagram below. 
 
 

 

 
 



Step 4 – Align your dish 
 Our goal is to now point our dish to the Optus C1 satellite located in the 

Earth’s atmosphere in the North to North East region. 
 Use your compass to locate the North to North East region. This 

“triangle” acts as the boundary of which the dish should be pointed at.  
 

                    
 By looking at the reference chart on the back of this manual, locate 

your nearest town. This will indicate the approximate bearing 
(horizontal alignment) and elevation (vertical alignment) in which your 
satellite requires to be positioned in order to receive a signal.  

 Using the markings on the arm at the back of the dish, set the 
approximate elevation , if the ground is not level it will not be accurate. 

 Using your compass, find direct North as start position 
 Use only one of the T pegs to fix the dish base to the ground. 
 Please note: if your dish points lower than expected, don’t be alarmed. 

The dish you have is an offset dish and points lower than other models 
of the same product.  

 
Your dish is now pointing in the general direction of the Optus C1 satellite. We 
now need to tweak it to find the exact location to pick up TV signal.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Step 5 – Finding and tweaking the satellite 
 Using the dB knob or ATT buttons on your satellite finder, set the 

needle so the gauge reads “5” or is half way.  
 

                      
 



 Find the bearing for your location and adjust your satellite dish. 
 Our goal is to make the satellite finder spike to 10 consistently.  
 Slowly turn your dish left to right (within the North to North East 

triangle) until there is a spike. If there is no spike, adjust your elevation 
(up or down) and try pan from left to right again. Continue this motion 
until there is a consistent spike.  
 

                                   
 Please don’t be frustrated. Finding a signal for the first time can be a 

challenge however practice makes perfect.   
 Once you have found a consistent spike and the satellite finder reads 

10, look on your TV to see if you have picture. The front display should 
read 800 if you are on the correct satellite.  
This is the INFO channel: 

 
 Quick Tip: If you don’t have INFO channel, reset the elevation and 

bearing and start again. A common problem is moving the dish too far 
from the original bearing and locking onto the wrong satellite.  

 Quick Tip: If you don’t have INFO channel, try skew. Skew defines how 
much the LNB is rotated. Each dash on the LNB represents a value of 
5 degrees. To find your skew, check the reference table in the back of 
this manual. 

o For positive values rotate the LNB clockwise (when head of LNB 
is facing up). 

o For negative values rotate the LNB anticlockwise (when head of 
LNB is facing up).  

 Quick Tip: If you see “scrambled channel” on the TV, it means you 
have pinpointed the correct satellite however you aren’t activated. Go 
to step 5 to register your card.  

 Quick Tip: The set top box does not store channels. When you turn on 
the set top box it needs to be aligned to the satellite in order to get the 
channels. It will only load channels if your card is registered/activated. 
If the only picture you see is the INFO channel (800), you are aligned 
but your card is not activated. Contact VAST for registration/activation 
as per below.  



 

Step 6 – Getting your channels 
 
         

 Your smartcard / card number can be found inside the Vast Receiver 
 

 
 

 Register your set top box by ringing VAST on 1300 993 376 or visit 
www.itechworld.com.au/register.html  

 If you’re a traveller click on Traveller’s Registration and follow the 
prompts. 

 If for some reason you have already registered your VAST set top box, 
simply reactivate by going online to 
www.itechworld.com.au/reactivate.html  

 You will now receive satellite TV. 
 Use the other T pegs to secure the dish to the ground. 
 Remove the satellite finder and 1m “fly lead” cable from the dish and 

screw in the 20m cable direct into the LNB.  
 When removing the finder be careful not move the dish. 
 Activation will need to be redone every 6 months with vast. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reference Chart for Optus D3/C1 
 

 
 
Please note: Elevation on ground mounted dishes can be out by 10-20 
degrees. Use the elevation in this reference chart as a starting point and work 
your way up. Aligning your satellite exactly to these co-ordinates will not give 
you signal instantly. Please ensure you fine tune your alignment (see step 5).  
 
Skew: Twisting LNB in bracket only for fine tuning 
Elevation: Vertical dish angle 
Bearing: Horizontal dish direction  
 
 



Visit the iTechworld Blog section on www.itechworld.com.au for more 
information on how to set up satellite dishes. 
Watch the video HERE https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sFqfMOPRwo 
 
 
 
Skew Explained: LNB twist 

 
                            

o Each dash on LNB represents 5 degrees 
o For positive values rotate the LNB clockwise (when head of LNB 

is facing up). 
o For negative values rotate the LNB anticlockwise (when head of 

LNB is facing up).  
o Quick Tip: If you have signal strength and quality on your 

satellite finder but no signal on your TV, try adjusting skew. 
 
 

Tech FAQ 
 

Where is my VAST card? 
 Your VAST card is inside your VAST box. Check the front flap which 

will reveal your green VAST card. This card has your VAST card 
number on it which you will require for activation.  

 
I have a 10 on my satellite finder but my TV still says searching for 
signal. 

 The dish requires line of sight to the satellite so make sure there are no 
obstructions in front of the dish including branches or fences. 

 Check all cable connections are connected and secure. 
 Adjust the skew LNB 5 degrees at a time and leave for a few seconds 

If you can 800 channel , continue process again. 
 
 
 
My card was activated by VAST and I have reactivated the card online, 
but the TV still says scrambled channel/not authorized. 



 Sometimes the initial activation by VAST has not been activated 
correctly. 

 Call VAST registration line on 1300 993 376 to confirm activation, 
Vast is eastern states and has standard opening hours  
Monday – Friday 8:30am – 5:00pm  

 
My satellite finder has no power. 

 Check all cable connections are connected and secure. 
 Ensure your set top box is turned on and not in standby.  
 Bypass wall plates as power can be lost through these. 

 
My satellite finder has a strong reading but no signal. 

 Your satellite is most likely locked on to the wrong satellite in the 
atmosphere, possibly Optus D1, D2 instead of C1. 

 Re-align elevation and bearing of satellite dish. 
 
 
iTechworld Technical Support - (08) 9472 7200. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


